This article needs some TLC. Read at your own risk.

**SdlPop**

An open-source port of Prince of Persia, based on the disassembly of the DOS version.

This system scrapes metadata for the “sdlpop” group and loads the `sdlpop` set from the currently selected theme, if available.

Grouped with the “ports” group of systems.

**Quick reference**

- **Emulator:** sdlpop
- **Folder:** /userdata/roms/sdlpop
- **Accepted ROM formats:** .sdlpop

**BIOS**

No SdlPop emulator in Batocera needs a BIOS file to run.

**Game files**

Place your SdlPop game files in /userdata/roms/sdlpop.

**Emulators**

sdlpop

**sdlpop configuration**

Standardized features available to all cores of this emulator: `sdlpop.videomode`, `sdlpop.ratio`, `sdlpop.padtokeyboard`, `sdlpop.decoration`
Controls

Here are the default SdlPop's controls shown on a Batocera Retropad:

Troubleshooting

Further troubleshooting

For further troubleshooting, refer to the generic support pages.